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MODULE il_j THE PRODUCTTON POSSTBTLTTIES CURVE MODEL

BEFORE YOU READ THE MODULE

Summary

This module introduces the concept of model building by presenting the production possibility curve
model. The PPC provides a simplified framework for discussing the concept of opportunity cost, trade-
offs, scarcity, efficiency, and (in the next module) gains from trade.

Module Objectives

Review these ohjectives before you read the module. Place o "tr " on the line when you can do each of the

.following:

Objective #1. Explain the importance of tradeoffs in economic analysis

Objective #2. Describe what a production possibilities curve model tells us about efficiency,
opportunity cost, and economic growth

Objective #3. Explain why increases in the availability of resources and improvements in
technology are the two sources of economic growth

WHILE YOU READ THE MODULE

Key Terms

Define these key terms as ))ou read the module:

Trade-off:

Production possibi lities curve:

Efficient:

Productive efficiency:

Allocative efficiency:
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Technology:

Practice the Model

Consider an economy that can produce two goods, A and B. In the space below, sketch a correctly labeled
graph of a bowed-out production possibilities curve with A on the vertical axis and B on the horizontal
axis.

List questions or difficulties from your initial reading of the module:

AFTER YOU READ THE MODULE

Fill-in-the-Blanks

Fill in the blanks to complete the .fbllowing statements. Lf'you Jind yourself' having di//iculties, please
re.fer back to the appropriate section in the text.

. A graph that shows the trade-off between the production of two goods is called a

1)

2)

3)

curve. If a production point lies on this curve, it is feasible and

. If a production point lies inside this curye, it is feasible, but

.If a production point lies 4) this curve, it is not

feasible.

. There are missed opportunities if a production point lies 5) the production

possibilities curve. Because the PPC has a negative slope, producing more of one good means less of

the other good can be produced. Therefore, a movement from one point on the PPC to another point

cost.on the same PPC illustrates the concept of 6)
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Que,stions 7 and 8 refer to the following graplt:

Multiple-Choice Questions
Circle the best choice to onswer or complete the./bllowing questions or incomplete statements. For
additional practice, Ltse the space providecl to explain why one or more of the incorrect options do not
work.

R
it7. If an economy moves from

a .  X t o Z
b .  Y t o Z
c .  X t o Y
d .  Y t o X
e .  Z t o X

is experiencing economic growth.

8. Which of the following could produce a movement from X to Z?
a. an increase in the total amount of capital available
b. moving some capital that was being used to produce good R to produce good J instead
c. moving some capital that was being used to produce good J to produce good R instead
d. an increase in the total amount of labor available
e. an increase in the technology used to produce good R

Helpful Tips

. A movement along a production possibilities curve is not economic growth. Remember that economic
growth occurs when there is more of any of the economic resources. A common effor is to mistake

being able to produce more of one good as growth. Economic growth means being able to produce
more of one of the two goods, without reducing the amount of the other good available.

Make sure you understand how to calculate opportunity cost based on a linear PPC, which is
important for determining comparative advantage in the next rnodule. First, graph the PPC and
calculate its slope. Since the PPC is linear, the slope is the same anywhere along the PPC (recall that
"rise over run" is used to calculate slope). You can use the slope to find the opporlunity cost for both

I
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i
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goods. The opportunity cost of producing one more unit of the good on the x-axis is the slope. The
opportunity cost of producing one more unit of the good on the y-axis is the reciprocal of the slope.

Another way to calculate opportunity cost based on a linear PPC shown in a graph or a table of data
is to use the intercepts. Suppose Tom has a linear PPC, and he can produce 30 coconuts (C) if he
spends all of his time on coconuts (this is they-intercept) or produce 40 fish (F) if he spends all of his
time on fish (this is the x-intercept). Since Tom can use his time to produce either 30 C OR 40 F,
30C : 40F

To solve for the opportunity cost of each good, solve for that good. For instance, to find the
opportunity cost of 1 coconut, solve for C:
3 0 C : 4 0 F
c : 40/30 F
C:  413 F

Then solve fbr F to get the opportunity cost of a fish:
3 0 C  : 4 0  F
30140 c : F
3 l 4 C : F

In other words, the opportunity cost of one fish is 314 of a coconut and the opportunity cost of one
coconut is 413 of a fish. Note that this method only works when you have a linear PPC: a linear PPC
implies that there is a constant trade-off (so 1 fish is always worth 314 of a coconut).A bowed out
PPC implies that the trade-off will vary along the curve, so the slope, and therefore the opportunity
cost, will be different at different points along the curve.

Module Notes

The production possibilities curve is the first model presented in this book. It is important that you
identify what the PPC illustrates and how it is used to understand the choices facing any economy. The
PPC model is a graphical representation of an economy that illustrates trade-offs, scarcity, opportunity
cost, efficiency, and economic growth. Notice that each axis represents the quantity of a good being
produced. For instance, the horizontal axis in the Crusoe example represented the quantity of fish, and the
vertical axis represented the quantity of coconuts. Each point on the production possibility curve shows
the amount of coconuts that could be produced when a given amount of fish was produced. For instance,
with Crusoe's initial resources and technology, whenever he caught 20 fish, he could also pick 25
coconuts.

You will need to understand how these concepts are illustrated on a PPC graph (i.e. movements along
the curve, points on the curve, and shifts of the curve). You also need to be able to draw a PPC graph and
use it to illustrate and explain these concepts. Finally, you will need to understand how these concepts are
illustrated on a PPC with enough depth to answer questions in examples and contexts that you have not
seen before. Achieving this level of understanding requires practice with drawing and interpreting graphs
and applying the PPC model to different real-world and hypothetical examples. The ability to use
economic models to analyze situations and answer questions is an essential part of mastering introductory
economics.

Economic models can be described verbally, but they can also be represented by graphs or equations.
Another way to think about economic models is that they involve math and/or a graph to tell a story.
You will want to be comfortable working with all three types of representations. You may find it helpful
to be able to sketch graphs to iliustrate the ideas you are analyzing. Even if you are just doing a quick
sketch of a graph, it is important that you always take the time to correctly label both axes and any curves.
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Practice making precise graphs using any specific values given, but also practice graphs that sketch the
general relationship between variables without numbers. For instance, when graphing a production
possibilities curve for two goods that could be produced, include values of each good that can be
produced if they are given. If they are not, be able to show a production possibilities curve that shows that
there is an opportunity cost to producing more of one of those goods.

Opportunity cost can be measured using the production possibilities curve model. To do this
calculation, pick a point on the PPC and identify how much of each good is being produced. Then pick a
second point on the PPC and identify the new levels of production. The opportunity cost is measured as
the number of units of the good you must give up to get more of the other good.

Make sure you understand how to interpret the shape of the curves in the PPC model. In particular,
make sure you can draw and understand what is shorvn by both a linear and a "bowed out" PPC. Know
the assumption that leads to a linear or bowed out PPC. Make sure you can identify and indicate feasible
and infeasible points as well as efficient and inefficient points. Know what two factors can shift the PPC
out in the future.

h
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